Recently, information transmission is done electronically, information can be stored and manipulated easily using computer, information transferring should be done in secure way. Watermark is a technique that can be used to secure data.
In this paper, a new watermark algorithm is proposed which depends on integer wavelet transform, arithmetic encoding and adaptive run length encoding. Adaptive run length encoding is used to compress watermark before embedding process. Arithmetic encoding can be used to compress data in original image that are needed to be retrieved from watermarked images to recover original image without any differences after watermark extraction process.
To avoid the problem of traditional Run Length Encoding Technique that may produce file that is larger than original one. Adaptive run length encoding is suggested which is used to compress watermark in cover image. The adaptive compression technique can be done several times on watermark using different number of bits to represent counts of runs and produce several vectors for number of runs, compare several results and select smallest vector from them. Surely, the smallest vector means that watermarked image will be high quality image; capacity will be better and adaptively ensure embedding process will be more secure.
Introduction
Wavelet transform allows us to hide information in regions that is less sensitive to human visual system. Those regions are (HL, LH and HH), hiding data in these bands can increase robustness and provide high image quality [1] .
Integer wavelet transform convert integer data group into another integer data group, while in discrete wavelet transform, the wavelet filter that are used , produce floating point coefficients, therefore these coefficients are used to hide data and any truncation of these value will cause loss of hidden data which in turn leads problem in hide data system [1] . To avoid problems of floating point truncation, integer wavelet transform can be used. Integer wavelet transform can be performed using lifting scheme [2] .
Arithmetic coding is a type of entropy encoding used in lossless compression. Arithmetic coding vary from different types of entropy encoding, like Huffman coding, in that instead of separating the data input into symbols and replacing each one with a code . Arithmetic coding depends on recursive; it encodes one data symbol per iteration. Arithmetic coding encodes the whole message into one number, a fraction q where 0.0 ≤ q < 1.0 [3] . RLE (Run-length encoding) is a simple type of data compression scheme, where the count for the same data is stored as a single count and single data value. RLE is very useful for the image which contains many runs, huge number of same data value. The Run length encoding technique is a lossless compression for input images that is based on sequences of identical values (runs) [4] . Run Length Encoding may be effective for some types of image, but it is not commonly effective for text, because letter of the alphabet is rarely occurred more than twice successively [5] .
Watermark characteristic and classification
Watermarking can be used in image/video copyright protection. There are several properties of a watermarking algorithm according to the application it was designed for. The following are the watermarking algorithm properties [6] Digital image watermarking algorithms can be divided into two types according to the embedding domain: the first is spatial domain, second is transform domain. The spatial domain watermarking methods are easy to implement but they are less robust to different geometric and non geometric attacks. Transform domain methods can yield more information embedding and more robustness against many common attacks. But the computational cost is higher than spatialdomain watermarking methods [7] .
Related Work
IEEE publish research addressed " Lossless Data Hiding Based on Integer Wavelet Transform" (2002), This paper proposes a new data hiding algorithm based on integer wavelet transform, which can recover the cover image without any distortion from the watermarked image after watermark has been extracted. It can embed much more data compared with the existing lossless data hiding techniques and satisfy the imperceptibility requirement [8] .
S. KHAN, N. AHMAD, and M. NAEEM (2015) . propose new method that compress stego image using Run Length Encoding without loss of secret message. A hiding capacity of this method is 50% has been achieved with PSNR greater than 30dB limit and a compression ratio of greater than 1 has been achieved [9] .
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To produce better results, the proposed algorithm suggest compressing watermark before embedding stage, compression is done using adaptive run length encoding. Adaptively, enhance security and avoid producing compressed data that are larger than original data which are one of run length encoding disadvantage when runs are little.
The proposed algorithm
This method depends on compress part of cover image which are dedicated for embedding process and compress watermark using adaptive Run length encoding, Algorithm (1) explains the embedding algorithm. The proposed algorithm embed compressed watermark in HL,LH and HH sub bands.
Algorithm
(1 Step2: Initialize number of bit to represent the same data value (n=3)
Step3: Produce vector of compressed image using number of bits (n).
Step4: n=n+1
Step5: Produce vector of compressed image using New number of bits (n).
Step6: Calculate the size of both produced vectors
Step7: If the size of new vector is less than size of previous one then go to step3.
Step8: take the smallest vector as the best.
Step9:-make agreement between the sender and receiver on number of bits. Step2:-perform integer wavelet transform.
Step3:-compress integer wavelet coefficient (CH,CV and CD) using arithmetic coding.
Step4:-compress watermark bits using adaptive run length encoding.
Step5:-embedding process done for compressed watermark and wavelet coefficients.
Step6:-perform inverse integer wavelet transform to produce watermarked image. In this example, 5 bits are selected to represent (n). because 5 bits produce smallest vector (12 bits). Therefore, it will be used between sender and receiver.
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Result
Usually, values for the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio are around from 30 to 50 dB, in fact, higher is better. Figure ( Also, it can be noticed that the first watermark has a high sequence of identical value, so, it compressed and give PSNR higher than others
In fact, when comparing our proposed method and previous one mentioned in [8] , it can be noticed that PSNR in proposed method is higher than previous study. Increasing in PSNR may reach to (12 db). For example, baboon image in previous study is (32 db) while in proposed algorithm is (44 db). On the other hand, clearly capacity is also increased.
Conclusion
There are several advantages that can be result from this method:
1. Capacity will be increased because the data are compressed before embedding process. 2. This algorithm is suitable for medical application because of Bit plane of the original image that are used for embedding operation is compressed and stored, so, the original image will be completely retrieved. 3. Because compression is done adaptively, smallest vector will be produced which means less effect on cover image as a result high PSNR will be produced. 4. Because of embedding process is done in transformation domain, so watermark will be more robust. 5. The watermark will be more secure for the following reasons:- Attacker doesn't know there is compression.  The compression method is done adaptively which mean the number of bits that are used to represent vector (number of zero or one in watermark) will be different for each watermark.  The compressed watermark will be embedded after storing compressed data of original image for retrieving purpose, so the location of compressed watermark will be difficult to determine by attacker.
